
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
order coordinator. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for order coordinator

Direct efforts for both internal and external teams as may be needed
Responsible for multiple customers, multiple sites, and multiple orders
Manage and assess meeting customer timelines
Identify and overcome barriers/obstacles by working with customers,
vendors, and internal departments for resolution
Adherence to policy but as customer advocate is encouraged to question
policy and has the authority to recommend exceptions to policy when it
makes business sense to do so and complies with best practices
Order Processing – Conduct transactional and contractual review, validate
and enter all orders ensuring data accuracy for proper revenue flow
Ensure orders are compliant to the established licensing policies in
accordance with Corporate, SOX, Revenue Recognition and/or VSOE policies
and procedures
Drives and participates in resolving order issues and proactively
communicates with SOS, Field Sales and/or managers on order issues and
keep them informed of any problems resolving issues
Support sales (through SOS) on customer identification, customer inventory
identification, (renewal)quote preparation related to commercial, legal or Rev
Rec policies
Develop & maintain a detailed working knowledge of Revenue Recognition
and Revenue Accounting policies concerning the licensing of software &
support, VSOE or SOX controls applicable to the Order to Cash process,
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Qualifications for order coordinator

Escalation and risk management for customer specific service delivery
experience
Organizational skills and ability to coordinate changes in a project
management manner - a structured workflow, appropriate follow up of tasks,
on time delivery and risk management
Strength to adhere to given processes
Exceptional written and verbal communication skills are mandatory
Multi-tasking ability, coordinate multiple changes simultaneously, without loss
of attention to detail
High School diploma or GED plus minimum two (2) years experience in
related field required


